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rebecca geldard writing about ansel krut’s work, extracted from the essay for oyster grit, a group exhibition 
at domobaal in september 2007. 
 
 

*** 
 
  
 
theatre and spectacle are omnipresent in the work of ansel krut. vaudevillian portraits bring to life facets of 
humanity not normally associated with the genre. the cartoonish characterisation that defines his work 
provides a metaphorical framework for krut’s unapologetic portrayals of the human condition while 
acknowledging his narrative lineage through painting’s past. the canvas, like the taut floor of the boxing 
arena, feels at times like a pictorial battleground: a tensile surface between fantasy and reality upon which to 
wrestle with an endless sequence of painterly permutations. where sato’s humanoid motifs look as though 
drained of life’s essence, certain of krut’s crossbred creatures appear to have sucked the barely described 
world around them dry, others bled technicolor figments of their depraved imaginations back onto the 
ground from which it was originally stolen. 
 
 
krut’s imaginary world, like that of ní bhriain, is not founded upon earthly logistics. you get the feeling that, 
pictorially, anything could happen. as jeanette winterson writes of the house with no floors in sexing the 
cherry: “after a few simple experiments it became certain that for the people who had abandoned gravity, 
gravity had abandoned them. there was a general rejoicing, and from that day forth no one concerned 
themselves with floors or with falling”. its habitants, all in different states of configuration, exist like 
animals beyond the borders of personal and social responsibility. 
 
 
‘sailor lolly’, the painting selected for this show, is one of krut’s earlier, quieter hybrid portraits. the single 
figure we are presented with appears female in origin, not that such things can be taken for granted in these 
works. bolted-on limbs and a classical pose speak simultaneously of the archetypal beauty of the doll and the 
muse, yet the saucy inference of the title relegates this turban-topped madam to the cheap seats. this painter’s 
model is not so much ‘girl with a pearl earring’ as he-she with a rusty rivet. tentative curvilinear arcs and 
scrubby, scarcely filled areas of tone give this piece a sense of urgency - as if this is the last pose before the 
end of the life drawing session.  
 
 

*** 
 
 
no matter how quietly shocking or out of their time the works of these eight artists may appear, the apparent 
non-conformity of this group is driven by individual default settings over a collective sense of design. there is 
little evidence of preoccupation with trend or ownership – as if they might be curators of lost thoughts or 
property. the past, the many sources of reference unashamedly acknowledged in these works, offers an 
essential portal between states, a narnian wardrobe of unknown elements that must be negotiated in the 
process of moving forward, a backstitch during the re-hem of a second-hand garment essential to the wending 
linear strength of the hand-sewn whole. 
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